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Designer Rona Meyuchas-Koblenz at the Green Room – designjunction, Salone Del Mobile Milan 14-19 April 2015 
 
 
“Caesarstone continuously aims to inspire and challenge the creative world to use its surface materials in innovative ways.  

We are proud to be a part of designjunction and excited that Rona Meyuchas-koblenz  chose to use our product in her design” 

 

Rmkdesignoffice is excited to announce that designer Rona Meyuchas-Koblenz will be exhibiting within the Green Room at 
designjunction from 14th - 19th April 2015 in Milan, Italy. 
 
Rona has been commissioned to create a bespoke made side table to sit within the dining room theme at designjunction.  
Rona has designed a piece made from reclaimed quartz surfaces 1141 using Caesarstone® as the table top.   
 
About the Designer 
Graduated with masters in industrial design in 1999 from SPD in Milan 

Rona worked in Milan and London for almost a decade, she designed award winning products for Italian companies such as Leucos, 

Aldabra, Bisazza and Cattelanitalia and was a senior product designer at Isometrix lighting and design where she specialized in 

designing bespoke luminaries to: Nobu, Yauatcha, Morimito restaurants, Hotel Puerta America, the Ritz, Walker art museum, private 

yachet and residential.  

In 2007 rona established rmkdesignoffice and launched the first range of products during Salone del mobile at spazio Romeo Gigli. 

Since, her works were exhibited worldwide and extensively published. In 2010 Rona founded kukka – a British design brand.  

Rona’s clients include Caesarstone , Paul Smith, the Conran, La Rinascente and Aviv group 

About Caesarstone 

Since 1987, through a fusion of science, technology and artistic talent, Caesarstone have been creating quartz surfaces which are not 

only beautiful to look at, but also superior in adaptability and practicality. Caesarstone surfaces are composed of up to 93% quartz, 

and are therefore designed to last. 

Talent, innovation and cutting edge technology go into each and every Caesarstone collection. From kitchen countertops, bathroom 

vanities, wall paneling or even custom-made furniture, Caesarstone quartz surfaces are adaptable enough to use anywhere you dare 

Caesarstone collaboration with designers such as Nendo, Row Edges, Sebastian Herkner has increased over the years 

 
About designjunction: 
designjunction has firmly established itself as the leading destination for contemporary interior design and  
culture, held annually during the London Design Festival, Salone del Mobile, Milan and NYCxDesign, New York. Known for its 
uncompromising selection of leading global brands, designjunction is at the forefront of delivering cutting-edge design within 
challenging and expertly curated spaces. An expanding show now located in three international territories, designjunction has 
further plans for international expansion in 2016, continuing to be a show for the industry, by the industry. 
In September 2014, designjunction featured more than 180 world-class international brands set against the industrial backdrop of a 
1960s Sorting Office in the heart of central London. The five day exhibition attracted more than 25,000 visitors through the door, 



expanding to seven times the size of its original format in 2011. In April 2014 designjunction launched the fourth edition of EDIT by 
designjunction, Milan, a curated offering of the flagship London show. Transforming a historic 18th century building in the heart of 
Milan’s fashion district. 
This year, designjunction will take over the entire Casa dell’Opera Nazionale Balilla - a spectacular former school building and ex-
theatre built in the 1930s, spanning 10,000 square feet across three floors.  
designjunction is also delighted to announce the launch of San Babila Design Quarter - a vibrant new destination uniting the finest 
design showrooms and fashion stores in Milan. designjunction edit Milan will be the pivotal event in the heart of the design quarter.  
designjunction edit Milan will present a curated selection of 40 leading global design brands, pop-up shops,  
installations and a café across the five-day event. 
This year’s stellar designjunction edit Milan line-up will include: Jaguar, Tom Dixon, Case Furniture, Nyta, Beyond Object, Colè Italia, 
Luke Irwin London, New Works, H Furniture, Native Union, Modus, Void Watches, La Chance, Punkt., Form Us With Love, Baux, Frame 
Store, The Green Room with Anglepoise, Ercol, Rona Meyuchas-Koblenz, kukka and more. 
 
About The Green Room 
The second edition of The Green Room will take place again within Designjunction edit Milan exhibition at a new venue in central 

Milan from 14 to 19 April 2015.  The Green Room is  a multi-brand showcase of eco-sustainable furniture, furnishings, tableware and 

dining accessories,  and will be one of the exhibition stands  within Designjunction Milan.  

UKTI activity during the Milan Furniture Fair will be strongly linked to the Milan Expo universal exposition starting on 1
st

 May whose 

title is Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life. To create a link with the food theme which will be the focus of Milan Expo 2015 The Green 

Room will therefore be a dining room. The selection criteria will be low-carbon footprint, hand-made products, sustainable 

manufacturing and processing, recycling, upcycling, natural yarns, fair trade products. 

The brands selected so far are representative of the best British areas of excellence with leading UK furniture makers such as Ercol 

and Benchmark, a Giant Anglepoise floor lamp, Scottish lace by MYB textiles,  kukka’s wooden trays and a few emerging designers 

such as, Donald Baugh, Design by Nico, and Rona Meyuchas-Koblenz to show new talents. 

The colour themes of the room are natural wood, crème, yellow and pale green. 

The Green Room is organised by the British Consulate-General Milan and UK Trade & Investment (UKTI), the UK government 

department which supports exporters and helps attract foreign investment. 

 
 
 
A second press release with specific information about 1141 side table will follow the week commencing 23.3.15 
 
For further information, please contact David Ryan at david@kukka.co.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With Special thanks to our sponsors and supporters 

                                             


